
an end. That might be starting now 
but there’s no guarantee, and it just 
doesn’t have that ‘feel’ yet. What 
might be worse is if a significant 
retreat occurs, taking corn down 
a dollar or so, and soybeans down 
$2 for example — just enough to 
cause everyone to assume the storm 
is past. Then another and poten-
tially even bigger rally could occur. 

It’s already happened this year in 
wheat.

Canary in the coal mine?
The drought of 1988 threatened 

the ability of many grain firms to 
finance inventories and short hedg-

es, but that bull market didn’t 
last long and mostly affect-

ed nearby futures. The 
bull market of 1995/96 
caused July 96 corn 

futures soar to $5.00, 
but December 96 rarely 

exceeded $3.50. The 
HTA crisis of 95/96 
was costly for our 

industry, but the largest losses were 
confined to a fairly small number of 
firms. This year is different and the 
grain industry could become the 
canary in the coal mine; an early 
warning system of broader concerns 
where hedging isn’t working the 
way the grain industry expects.

Hedging price risk using 
exchange-traded futures and 
options works for the grain industry 
because cash prices track reason-
ably closely with futures. Or they 
should. This parallel movement 
gives lenders confidence that losses 
(or gains) in futures will be nearly 

offset by an opposite movement 
in the price of the underlying col-
lateral. It’s the main reason lenders 
will finance up to 100% of market 
moves against inventory hedges 
and up to 80% of market moves on 
hedges against forward contracts.

Convergence — In grains and 

Merchandisers’ corner
By Diana Klemme and Jeff Atkinson

Grain handling volumes 

at or near record highs X 

record high prices

+ Record margin calls on 

short futures

= record demands on 

working capital and 

credit

Profi tability
demands effi cient, cost 
effective manufacturing 

facilities. Abel can provide 
you with the quality 

equipment and experienced 
engineering to assure the 

success of your next project.

ABEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 
1100 North Mayfl ower Drive
P.O. Box 757, Appleton, WI   54912
Tel:  920-734-4443 • Fax  920-734-1084
E mail:  sales@abel-usa.com 
Web:  www.abel-usa.com

• Bin Systems
•  Scale Hoppers & 

Feed Screws
• Roller Slide Gates
•  Liquid Weighing 

Systems
•  Micro Batch 

Weighing Systems
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A State of the Union Message for Elevators: 
‘Of canaries and black swans’
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This market scares me — truly scares me. The last 
time I sounded a widespread caution like this was 
early fall 1995 — that should tell you something. 

Bull markets come and go. Bear markets come and can 
drag on for years. Explosive markets come far less often 
but leave their mark for decades. The bull market that 
began in 2006 is one of those explosive markets that 
will impact the grain industry for a long time to come. 
Grain elevators have never needed so much money just 
to operate, and they now face potentially record con-
tract risk on the staggering volume of forward pur-
chases from farmers. The Hedge-to-Arrive financial 
crunch of 1995/96 is a distant second compared 
to the risks facing the grain industry in 2008. 

The good news is that record crops give you 
record handling volume, demand for stor-
age, and the growth in exports as well as 
domestic markets provides numerous mar-
keting outlets. Volatility brings risk, but it 
also creates opportunities. The challenge is 
to survive the risks. 

Are the bull markets over?
The global surge in commodity prices 

has widespread causes. It’s fueled by the 
massive inflow of investment money into commodi-

ties as an asset class. Analysts and the media are talk-
ing about 10- to 20-year bull markets, with continued 
inflation, for example. The global surge is also fed by 
the rising standard of living in the Asian/India sector 
and the rising demand for protein and vegetable oils. 
It’s fueled by the steady draw-down of global invento-
ries of all major food/feedstuffs, despite rising acreage. 
It’s increased by efforts of numerous countries to hold 

down food prices artificially, 
which in turn sustains 

demand. It’s fueled by 
the weak U.S. dollar 
that gives overseas 
countries greater 
buying power. All 

things — good or bad 
— eventually come to 



Beware the Black Swan 
Nassim Taleb authored a 

book in 2007 entitled “The 
Black Swan – The Impact of the 
Highly Improbable” that should 
be required reading for the grain 
industry. Taleb’s book leads off with 
“Before the discovery of Australia, 
people in the Old World were con-
vinced that all swans were white...” 
But the fact that people hadn’t 
seen a black swan didn’t mean 
such swans didn’t exist. He then 
takes that logic and generalizes it 
to describe “Black Swans” as events 
with three main characteristics:

▶ it’s unexpected, largely unpre-
dictable and inherently rare;

▶ it has a dramatic impact;
▶ we create explanations for it 

after the fact. 
September 11, 2001 is a classic 

Black Swan. The Christmas Day 
tsunami was a Black Swan. The 

subprime-mortgage catastrophe is a 
Black Swan (although some would 
say that it was predictable). Could 
the next Black Swan involve the 
economic sector? 

My fear is the grain industry is 
more vulnerable than ever to a Black 
Swan – or even a gray one. It could 
be something that sends prices soar-

ing, or one that cuts markets off at 
the knees. Consider for a moment 
the impact on agricultural futures, 
cash prices, and global trade if any of 
the following dramatic events occur:

▶ crop failures or shortages in 
more than one major producing 
country;

▶ a deep, global recession that 
causes demand to plummet;

▶ a catastrophic geopolitical 
event, such as a nuclear event 
between India and Pakistan, a polit-
ical overthrow in China or Saudi 
Arabian oil complexes are blown 
up and oil soars to $200;

oilseeds, there’s another important 
aspect to hedging: convergence. 
This is where cash and futures pric-
es come reasonably close to each 
other in the futures delivery month 
in the delivery market. This gives 
hedgers confidence that sharply 
discounted basis levels will eventu-

ally rise as supplies tighten or as the 
futures delivery month nears. Since 
2006, however, as grain and oilseed 
futures have climbed steadily, cash 
and futures prices are not track-
ing as closely. Convergence is not 
occurring as dependably in wheat 
and sometimes in soybeans. 

One misconception among many 
elevators is that there is a floor to 
the basis. But sellers cannot just 
sell futures and bring trucks or 
trains of grain to Illinois and deliver 
them at the futures price (perfect 
convergence). That leaves cash to 
seek its own level, which could be 
far below futures. Can we say with 
confidence that if some unknown 
event triggers $20 soybeans, cash 
prices will go along cent for cent?

When cash and futures don’t 
track well, and futures and cash 
don’t converge properly, hedging 
effectiveness is reduced. It doesn’t 
mean elevators won’t or can’t make 
money from basis change, it just 
means the changes may be less 
predictable and more a result of 
random events. 

Overall risk to grain hedgers 
rises when there’s record financ-
ing demand, record prices, no floor 

to the basis and unprecedented 
demand from producers who want 
to forward-sell production as far 
out as 2010. If elevators should 
be unable to secure financing, and 
risks become too great, dramatic 
changes could result: consolidation 
for example. 

Merchandisers’ corner

Corporate Headquarters Grand Island, Nebraska USA
Outside Nebraska: 800-247-6621 or 308-384-9320

In Nebraska: 800-658-3104 • E-mail: sales@mfsyork.com
© 2006 Global Industries, Inc.

It takes experience to make world-

class belt and bucket elevators. That’s 

exactly what you get with MFS / YORK 

/ STORMOR. Our line of YORK grain 

handling systems includes bucket 

elevator units customized to meet 

your needs. And you’ll find our 

elevators quietly operating across the 

world—in countless configurations. 

So if you’ve got your sights set on 
taking your grain to the next level, put 
our worldwide experience to work for 
you. Because from small farm to 
large commercial operations, 
MFS / YORK / STORMOR 
delivers solutions.

Take your 

 grain to the 

 next level.
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� Aeration Fans

� AIRAUGER™ Systems

� Axial Fans

� Reverse Air Filters

� Pulse Jet Filters

� Cartridge Filters

� Cyclone Collectors

� Airlocks

� Replacement Parts

One Size 
Doesn’t

Fit All

Axial Fans – designed
and engineered for

maximum air delivery

Fans for every purpose
from 1/2 hp and up,
direct or belt drive

That’s why you shouldn’t 
settle for off-the-shelf products. 
Over 30 years manufacturing
aeration systems gives
AIRLANCO the experience to
accurately assess your needs
and build custom systems that
fit your applications.

www.airlanco.com

CALL TOLL FREE 800-500-9777
Outside U.S. and Canada 1-402-245-2325©
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Custom Solutions in Aeration and Filtration
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Head office:
R.R. #5, Guelph, ON.
Canada N1H 6J2
Tel (888) 925-4642 
Fax  (519) 824-5651

Michigan:
1190 Electric Ave.
Wayland, MI.
USA 49348
Tel (800) 466-1197
Fax (616) 877-3474

Saskatchewan:
P.O. Box 849
220 Frontage Rd.
Davidson, Saskatchewan
Canada S0G 1A0
Tel (306) 567-3031
Fax  (306) 567-3039

Manitoba:
70 3rd Ave. N.E. Box 1790
Carman, Manitoba
Canada R0G 0J0
Tel (204) 745-2951
Fax  (204) 745-6309

www.walinga.com

At Walinga, we manufacture a full line of 

pneumatic conveying systems. With capacities

ranging from 500bu/hr to 5800bu/hr, you’re

sure to find the right system to suit your needs!

• No filters to plug
• Eliminates heavy shoveling 

and unhealthy dust
• Maintain grain quality with 

a Walinga Agri-vac
• Chrome plated blowers (outlasts un-chromed blowers 3:1)
• Cast Iron airlock with adjustable tips for easy maintenance

AGRI-VAC
ULTRA-VAC

ULTRA-VEYOR

Ultra-Vac 6614 Diesel

Ultra-Veyor

Agri-Vac 3510 
Seed Application

Agri-Vac 6614 PTO Model
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▶ a meltdown in the global 
financial sector that causes credit 
to essentially dry up for all but the 
highest-rated borrowers.

Take heed
Your primary business respon-

sibility is to survive. Profits and 

customer satisfaction come next. 
Think about the impact of dramati-
cally higher prices on your business 
or of a sharp retreat. As an owner 
or manager, do what you need to 
in dramatic markets — even if it’s 
unprecedented and potentially 
unpopular. 

▶ Assess your real cost of han-
dling grain at record prices. (what’s 
the shrink on $13 beans?)

▶ Set margins and service fees 
based on real costs.

▶ Stay hedged — holding a siz-
able long price risk position carries 
its own risks. 

▶ Monitor all open contracts reg-
ularly for purchases and sales. What 
if that locally-owned ethanol plant 
fails before this fall, or what if corn 
futures fall sharply and the ethanol 
plant tries to walk away from $5 
corn purchases? What if that big 
farm customer with all those 2009 
sales to you dies next year and his 
widow sells the farm?

▶ Consider caps on forward con-
tract price risk That could include 
aggregate by crop year, by customer, 
or by some other measure. 

▶ Set caps on basis positions 
(long or short)?

▶ Assess and limit the types of 
strategies you offer beyond the cur-
rent crop year. Some firms won’t 
offer HTAs, while others won’t buy 
fixed-price grain, for example.

▶ Charge fees on forward con-
tracts. It defrays part of your inter-
est cost and shows more commit-
ment by the seller for performance.

▶ Line up financing and alterna-
tive sources of working capital that 
will allow your business to handle 
ever higher futures prices.

I hope dramatically higher prices 
don’t happen; $13 soybeans, $5.50 
corn and $10 wheat are enough of 
a challenge. But you never know 
what lies ahead. ■
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Turnkey Construction

Retrofits, Expansions, Modernization

Slipform Construction

Millwright/Equipment Installation

Structural Steel Erection

International Construction

Providing Quality Service in:

T. E. Ibberson Company
Design/Build General Contractor

T. E. Ibberson Company

828 Fifth Street South, Hopkins, MN  55343

Phone:  952-938-7007  Fax:  952-939-0451

Website:  www.ibberson.com

127 Years of Service 
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Diana Klemme is a longtime 
contributor to FEED & GRAIN. 
Contact her at Grain Service 
Corporation,  Atlanta, GA, by call-
ing (800) 845-7103 or e-mail at 
diana@grainservice.com
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